
New and improved walkthrough for 0.12.7 Summertime Saga

Warning do not enter the graveyard from your aunts house wall unless you 
have saved just before it can bug out on you so you are now warned. Save 
then enter then advance time till night time and get a cool look. (Its not finish
yet but hey its still cool).

1. Pick up cookies.
2. Look through the telescope all options.
3. Talk to sister in hall.
4. Check all doors in the hallway including the attic.
5. Go downstairs get key on wall hanger.
6. Go into the kitchen and talk to mom.
7. Go outside and open garage and take shovel and small stoll on top of 
cabinet look at mom's license plate.
8. Go next door to Erik's house.
9. Go to school and the first opening of the school of Mia, Roxxy and Dexter, 
Principal Smith then Erik will tell you what has been going on at the school.
10. Go left to the girls and boys restrooms and talk to Judith then enter the 
boys restroom and go with the flow.
11. Go back to the left hallway then the school hallway and out the double 
doors and go with the flow and then reenter the school.
12. Enter the first door on the right and talk to Ms. Bissette and go with the 
flow.
13. Go back into the shcool and enter the 2 other doors in the main hallway 
and talk to the teachers, then go to the left hallway and enter the last 
teachers door and go with the flow.
Then go upstairs to the cafeteria and talk to Kevin to get his quest.

14. Well now you have a bunch of new places to visit with most of them not 
taken any time away from the day so this is what I do.
Go to the mall and check out the 3 stores, you can check out the movie area 
but its not finish yet. Now go to the library and talk to Jane and pay your last 
20 to her and then talk to her again for the first textbook, now go into the 
other 2 rooms and go with the flow to get Jane's quest.
Now it is night and I go to the gym to get the first of the panties quest then 
look around if you want to then go to the park.
(At anytime you have the money to spare and you need a quick fix then head
on over to the mall and then to the Pink store, talk to Ivy chosing massage 
option then chose your plesure.)

15. Now at the park go talk to Eve and tell her she looks good, then do the 
first rap quest choosing the "let's do this" line and Chico is the only one you 



can do at this time.
When its your turn chose "Yo Cap" and then "Laugh Track" for the win and get
1 point of charisma and you are done with your first day.

16. Now head home and go through the front door and click on the kitchen 
and go with the flow then go upstairs and into the attic, you can grab the 
fishing pole and the cheerleading outfit and that is it for now. (There is also a 
ring on the moose but it has no use yet.) Head to your room and look through
the telescope with all options. 

17. Next day, I always check the telescope with all options. Now head out the 
door and again check all doors starting with the bathroom then sisters door 
(should be unlocked) and search the foot of the bed and you will see a small 
pink object, next check out the night stand and take the panties and go with 
the flow.

18. Go downstairs to the kitchen and talk to mom and chose all options until 
you are done then go outside and into the garage and check out the 
lawnmower (even more money need).

19. Go to school and then into the left hallway and talk to Judith then go into 
the bathroom and then the showers and go with the flow and you are done 
with the school for now.

20. Go to Diane's house (your aunt), this will unlock the bank and the first 
mini game.
Now chose the garden mini game and get rid of everything but the long 
vegi's and if done right you will get $55 for your time. (Leave the long vegi's 
alone). Now I talk to Diane and use the talk options and then do the garden 
mini game again. Now it should be night time so head to the park and do 
another rap with Chico chosing the "Me" and then "Show" for your 2nd point 
of charisma then go home by way of front door and check out the rest of the 
house if you want to, now go up to your room and look through the telescope 
and chose all options.
(Special surprise waiting for you.)  Now go to sleep.

21. Once you wake up check the telescope and then go into the hallway and 
check the bathroom door then walk in and go with the flow.
Now go into your sisters room and pay her for the panties. Now go downstairs
and out the front door and go with the flow then check out the mailbox to get 
the Pizza Resturant open to you. Now go to the school and then into the left 
hallway and go with the flow. You are now done with the school for now.



22. Now go to the pool and talk to Rohnda then the lifeguard to get the rules 
then try to enter a changing room so you will the the quest to get bathing 
suit. Then go to the mall and see how much you need for the suit also check 
out the prices on the other items you need. Camera = 300, computer parts =
200 and the suit = 100 for a total of $600, time to go to work.

23. Now go to Diane's house and do 1 clean the garden for $55 then go to the
gym and give the panties to the old man and train for you first point of dex. 
Now its night time so go to the park and do another rap with Chico chosing 
"Closer" then "Bin" and get your 3rd point then head home through the front 
door then to your room and check the telescope again then sleep.

24. Go to school and then the left hallway, you hear sobbing coming from the 
girls bathroom so enter and then enter the stall and talk to Judith and its your
choice on how this will go but if you chose right you get the start of a minor 
handjob and get to feel her breast and now you are done for now.

25. Head to aunt's house and do 1 garden action then head to Erik's house 
and go with the flow then enter the house and go downstairs go with the flow
and then tell Erik you need a favor and he will ask for a game so even more 
money you need now. Chose the other 2 options to talk with Erik then head to
the gym then to the yoga room in the back and talk to Erik's mom and chose 
all option from top to bottom then go train with the old man again.
Now its night again so go to the park and do the rap with Chico again 
choosing "Stich" then "Dick" for another point then go home through the front
door to your room check the telescope and then sleep.

26. Now check the telescope and then go out to the hallway and check the 
bathroom, 2 choices of peep or leave your choice but I chose to peep then go
with the flow.
Now go to school and to the left hallway then the girls bathroom and talk to 
Judith for your first kiss of the game and your first handjod chosing all option 
with cum last. (You can make this go as long as you want until you chose cum
then it is over.)
You need a lot of money so head to Diane's house and do the garden mini 
game then go to the park and rap again but this time chose Chad and his rap 
is "Kid, Free, Sit and Dentenion"
for 1 piont the go home through the front door, check telescope then sleep.

27. You should get a hint to go back to the gym. Telescope then hallway 
checking bathroom then downstairs checking all rooms if you want to then go
outside then go to Mia's house then talk to her about the homework, still 
need that money so time to go to work at Diane's house then go buy that 
game and head to Erik's house and give him the game.



Ok now you can do other things here at Erik's house (you could do them 
before but hey this is how I do it.) So check out the small shelf and offer 
drinks then try to play poker then talk to Erik about poker and get the quest 
to find someone to play with and drink with and at this time there is only his 
mom so go ask her. Then back downstairs and chose the poker table and then
offer drinks then play strip poker by chosen the call button all the time and 
you should win but if you don't you always can come back during the 2 part 
of the day or the first part of the night to play all you want to till you win is up
to you.
Its now night time so head to the park and chose Chad with the options of 
"Child, Session, Hairdo and then Erection" and get you next point of charisma 
then head home with the usual of going through the front door, telescope the
sleep.

If I miss telling you to use the telescope and checking the bathroom oh well, 
you should do it every day when you wake up and the telescope again at 
night before you go to sleep.

28. Go to the gym and talk to old man get quest for more panties then go to 
Diane's house for more money both times then to the park for more rap with 
Chad chosen the options of "Biz, Belt, Laid and then Chad" for your point then
home, telescope then sleep.

29. This should be monday so head to the school's cafeteria  and talk to Kevin
and he will head off to the gym so you can now train for strength so you can 
move that wheelbarrow and I think you need 4 points so thats what you 
should shoot for, so train with Kevin 2 times then head home and sneak into 
your sister's bed (don't do anything yet) then leave to your room for 
telescope and then sleep.

30. You know what you have to do, telescope out in the hallway check the 
bathroom and walk in and go with the flow. Now head to the gym and train 2 
times with Kevin then to the park for mor rap with a new one called Tyron 
chosing "Ginsu, Remove, Spent, High, Bet, Park, Three then Napalm for 
another point. Then head home, front door telescope sleep.

31. Same oh Same oh. Telescope, hallway then bathroom and peep at your 
sister. I go out the door then to Erik's house and check his mailbox and read 
the letter or open the box which ever one show's up first then head to Diane's
house to move that damm wheelbarrow out of the way and go with the flow. 
Clean the garden 2 times then go to the park and rap with Tyron for "Ten, Foo,
Suit, Fruit, Ire, Need, Insane and Far" for another point then go home as usual
and telescope sleep.



32. Telescope, hallway then bathroom and mom should be here do not enter 
this time but go downstairs to her room and look in her dresser and touch the
panties then go walk in on her in the bathroom.

Now at any time you want you can go to Judith for some minor fun but lets 
keep going with the walkthrough. At about this time you should still have 
about 350 save up so lets keep going until we get 500 to buy the bike at the 
mall because working at the pizza shop gets you 300 a day if done right and 
its more than aunt pays you for now.

33. Go to aunts house and she will ask you to get her pump out of the shed 
so get it and give it to her then work 2 times on the garden and head to the 
park for your last rap with Tyron using
"Rhyme, Dissmissed, Heathen, Drip, Joke, Old, Clown and then Hood", now 
Tryon will do 3 and you end with "Ton, Mc and Now" for your last point and 
you are now finish with the park at night. (You can come back here anytime 
during the first part of the night if you want to but the rap game is now over 
for points.) Now go home through the front door, telescope then sleep.

34.  Do the telescope, bathroom the go out front then to Diane's house and 
she will ask a favor to deliver the milk to the school, get the milk out of the 
shed and get the milk and go to the school cafeteria and Anne will tell you to 
go to the Principal Smith office so do so and go with the flow then look in the 
green drawer and click on the stack of papers then leave to the cafeteria and 
finish with Anne. Now go back to Diane's house and enter the house and go 
with the flow, then go outside and talk to your aunt and tell her you dileverd 
the milk then clean the garden 1 time and now you should have just over 500
to buy that bike at the mall, it should be the first part of night so go home 
and sneak into bed with your sister and try to cuddle with her then go to your
room looking through the telescope then sleep.

35. Now go talk to the Pizza Shop owner and then go buy that bike. Now head
to Diane's house and go with the flow and then head inside and upstairs to 
her bedroom then back out to the garnden and now Diane will tell her poor 
garden is under attack by bugs now go to the mall and talk to the sales 
person and chose pinchers on the back and she will tell you to one with the 
green cap oops no money so lets head out side by using the map then head 
to the gym and train with Kevin 2 times then go home through the front door 
and sneak into your sisters bed (you can try and cuddle with her but it wont 
work yet) then leave to your room telescope, sleep.

36. Telescope and check the bathroom and mom should be in there so go 
ahead and walk in then leave by going out the front door. Now is a good time 
to finish your training with Kevin, you only need 4 more so lets do it. After the



first 2 go home sneak into bed with sister then leave to your room and 
telescope then sleep wake up telescope bathroom then train with Kevin for 
the last 2 times go home sneak into sisters bed,leave,telescope,sleep,wake 
up telescope,then bathroom then go outside by the front door.

37. Now time to go make some money so go to the pizza shop and start your 
work.
We need to get caught up with all the other quest that need money so its 
time to work are asses off and make some money, do the pizza mini game for
150 now go buy the green cap pestacide and go to Diane's house and kill 
them bugs by ckicking on everthing in the garden.
(My finger was clicking to fast and I did a clean the garden afterwards for 55) 
so you do it as I did so we will all be on the same page and clean that garden 
and now its night so go home and this time look through the telescope first 
then sneak into sister bed then leave go to sleep and its the next day.

38. Telescope bathroom go ahead and walk in then leave by the front door 
and go to the pizza shop and do the pizza mini game 2 times today and 2 
times tomorow until you save up over 600 to buy most of the items need for 
quest with doing the telescope bathroom and sneaking into sisters bed each 
day, now go buy the computer part and camera then go tell Diane you killed 
the bugs and now anytime you clean her garden you will get 110 but the 
pizza gives 150 so which ever one you want to do is up to you. I chose to do 
the pizza for now. But we have other things to do now so go to the library and
give her the camera and get the book off the shelf and then go home by the 
front door to your room and do your homework, once it is done and its still 
daytime go to school and Roxxy will want your homework and you have a 
choice here so do what you want, if you give it to her her boyfriend will come 
over so chose which ever option you want to then go and give your 
homework to Ms. Bissette and stay in class till its over by clicking on the 
chalkboard and go with the flow. Now it should be nighttime so go to Erik's 
house and check his mailbox and open what ever is in there then go home by
way of the front door to your room and you know what to do, telescope then 
sneak into your sister bed then leave and sleep.

39. Now you should still have over 100 so go do 1 mini game of pizza then go
buy the gas can at the mall then mow the lawn then just go with the flow by 
going inside the front door then the basement then upstairs sneak into sister 
bed then leave and use the telescope then sleep.

40. When you wake up the door bell should ring so go downstairs and go with
the flow then go into the kitchen and mom will tell about the pipe breaking so
go upstairs to the bathroom then go into the basement to turn off the water 
then back up to the bathroom and go with the flow, now go buy the wrench at



the mall then come home through the front door, upstairs to the bathroom 
and go with the flow. Since its still morning it time to do some quest option 
and so we will go to the library and ask for the 2nd book we need for 
homework and get a new quest. Go to Erick house and ask him for more help 
then we still need more money so go do the pizza mini game 2 times then 
head to the school. Now go with the flow and head to the left hallway and 
into the boys bathroom and find a place for the camera. Go home telescope 
and sleep.

41. When you wake up use the telescope and check the bathroom, no one 
should be there but hey check anyway now head out sitde and go to the 
library and tell her you placed the camera and get the next text book for your
homework. Go home do homework then go to Mia's house and go in just to 
be kicked out and talk to Mia to set up the study session.
Since we still need money go and do the pizza mini game then go sneak into 
Mia's house and talk to her then study with her telling her you like her then 
go home use the telescope and sleep.

42. Wake up use the telescope then check the bathroom and your sister 
should be there now go into her room and check out her computer, now  go 
downstairs and into the kitchen and use all option to talk with mom then 
leave by the front door.

Ok now if you get the itch go see Judith in the girls restroom monday - friday 
and have fun.
You can also go to Diane's house and go with the flow till 
>>>>>......>>>>>>

43. Go back into the house to your room and do 1 intel game on your 
computer then use the telescope and now it should be mid day either go do 
another intel game or go play with Judith or play strip poker or what ever but 
for me I like to get all the skills out of the way as soon as possibel so back to 
your bedroom and play the intel game.
Now on the intel game you do not have to rush it, you have a purple blob so 
use fire on it, on the skelton use the sword and the fire elemantal use water. 
Remember do not rush the game is turn based so no need to rush.
So play the intel game 3 times a day till done with every morning you do the 
telescope and peak into the bathroom then go downstairs till you can help 
mom again. Once you help mom its time to talk to sister again about panties 
so go do it and then go buy the toy she wants.
Ok now you can either do all the intel till you get to 10 or you can do the gym
once a day till you can't do it anymore and 2 intel games so its up to you but 
for me I will finish the intel then go to the gym. So ever morning look through 
the telescope and peak into the bathroom.



Once you gain all 10 points of intel and have anytime left in the day go to the
gym and train with the old guy, sneak into your sisters bed each night and 
telescope both morning and night.

44. You should get a pop up about sister webcam and once it does pop up go 
down stairs and help mom in the kitchen, then go train with the old man and 
do 1 pizza mini game the sneak into sister bed and leave telescope and 
sleep, next morning same o same o and then go downstairs and mom should 
not be in the kitchen so go to the basement and help her with the clothes.

45. Now time to go back to school, once there you will be told by Erik that the
coach wants you NOW so go outside and go with the flow now head back in 
and you stink so go get a shower and go with the flow (you have to say 
please), now go to Ms. Bissette class and turn in your homework and stay in 
class by clicking on the chalk board and go with the flow. Now you can go 
visit Mia but here quest is not finish as of 0.12.7 so no need at this time so go
home and once again sneak into sister bed and use that telescope.

46. Wake up use telescope and check the bathroom and if mom is there go 
ahead and walk in then go do pizza mini game 1 time then go check on your 
aunt for a change of pace. Now go home by way of front door and go into the 
kitchen and go with the flow.
Now if I remember corectly you need between 2000 and 3000 to finish all the 
money quest for 0.12.7 so lets go make that money by doing the pizza mini 
game for now.

47. You will have a dream about your mother who turns in to Principal Smith 
and once this happens then check the bathroom and your mother should be 
in there so now is your chance to get panties from your mother so go to her 
room and check the dresser and touch her panties then you can now play on 
her bed with panties so go do it and go with the flow.
Sometime it does this and some times it waits but you may hear voices from 
you mom room so go check it out and go with the flow.
If its still daylight go deliver some pizza then the normal, sneak into sister 
bed look through the telescope and sleep.

48. Wake up, telescope peak bathroom and go downstairs into the kitchen 
and your mom wants you to check out the car and fix it if you can. While you 
check on the car get the name from the plate you will need it, go and tell 
mom what you found and then go to the car dealership if its during the 
weekday because it is closed on the weekend. So now go to the dealership 
and get the car fixed by convincing the girl to do it for you, (now are you glad
I had you do that training way back at the beginnig he he.) Just saved you 
nine grand didn't I.



Go back and tell mom you fixed the car and then ask her to teach you to kiss.

Now that I have gotten you all rattled it time to help you out a little.

Go back to Judith and get a hand job from her if you want to.

49. Go to the mall and buy your swimsuit if you have not already done it then
wait till night time by delivering some pizza's. Now its night time so head to 
the pool and go with the flow.
go home use the telecope and go to bed. When you wake up you can forgo 
the telescope for now and go to your sisters room and tell her mom needs her
then read her diary the password for her computer is in there and I will not 
tell you what it is so figure it out, Okay he he.
Do not check her computer out untill she is asleep so go deliver some more 
pizza's for now and wait till night. Now go in and using the password you 
found in her diary check out ever thing in her computer and write down the 
Pink Channel user name and password you will need it soon. Don't forget to 
connect your computer to her webcam and make sure you look in the 
computers trashcan LOL. Once you are done sneak into her bed and the leave
and go to sleep. Good things are about to start happing, he he lol.

I will repeat that some of the things above could have been done way earlier 
but the suspense is great. LOL he he.

50. Wake up use the telescope and then check the bathroom and if mom is in 
there go to her room and check her dresser and touch her panties and then 
use her bed to "play with panties" and go with the flow. Time to go back to 
the pool and go change into your bathing suit, then swim by clicking on the 
diving board platform and go with the flow. Now go home and sneak into your
sisters bed and then leave, sleep and when you wake up you should get a 
message about checking your sisters webcam so do it, what are you waiting 
on LOL.
Ya ya I know you could have done it sooner but the suspense was worth 
waiting for was it not.LOL Now it should be mid day so go check out the the 
telescope why don't ya.
Ok now you have some time so either get a BJ from Cassie or a HJ from Judith 
or deliver some pizza's you still need more money. Sneak into sisters bed 
then leave check the telescope and sleep.

51. Wake up check the telescope and enter the hallway and you are told 
someone's in the bathroom so go look and its your mom and then it tells you 
to go to her bedroom so do it what are you waiting on.
Same thing check the dresser touch the panties and then play with panties 
on the bed, this time tell her you can not help it and that you like her and go 



with the flow. If you have time go deliver some pizza's the go home and sleep
and go with the flow. Wake up telescope bathroom and now the kitchen for a 
new sight. It should be mid day so go make some money then sneak into 
sister bed telescope and sleep.

52. Wake up telescope bathroom then kitchen and mom tells you food is 
ready so go into the dinning room and sit down and go with the flow.  Now go 
deliver 1 set of pizza's then go home by way of the front door and go with the
flow. Now sneak into your sister's bed and leave and go to sleep. Wake up use
the telescope again then check the bathroom and peep at your sister then go
to the kitchen and try and feel your mother ass, there is now a new option in 
her choices and that is "shower" so have as much fun as you want to but we 
still need some more money. Ok go deliver 1 set of pizza and then go home 
and talk to your sister and agree to what she wants then go deliver more 
pizza's go home sneak into sister's bed but this time do the cuddle option 
then leave and go to sleep.

53. Wake, telescope, bathroom and mom is there so just leave and go to the 
kitchen and mom is there and ask for a shower so what are you waiting on go
do it now with more options. Now go deliver pizza'a go home sneak in sister's
bed cuddle leave sleep then when you wake up go check the bathroom and if 
sister is there this time go in and ask if she needs help then go with the flow 
now go deliver some pizza's go home through the front door and click on the 
kitchen and go with the flow once done you may get a message that noise 
coming from the tv room go check it out and go with however you want to. TV
is now unlocked for your viewing pleasure, sneak into sister's bed cuddle 
leave sleep wake up telescope and check that bathroom again. HE HE lol. 
Mom's bed is now unlocked.

54. Go deliver 1 set of pizza's then go home and into the kitchen and mom 
will tell you Diane will be coming over and if you can go get some fish, make 
sure you know what kind to get. Now go to the fishing dock and I like to buy a
drink then buy the fish then go home again and find your mom going with the
flow. Now go back to the kitchen and tell her you have the fish then go with 
the flow. Now there is still time so go take mom up on her offer and sneak 
into her bed and do what ever comes your way then once done you are now 
in the tv room so you might as well watch sometime, remember I told you to 
write down that user name and password well go find it and hurry it up. He he
ha ha LOL.
You must type it in as it is with caps and all. Now go to bed and go with the 
flow. When you wake up make sure to read the note and then go do it, what 
are you waiting on you not there yet. GOOOOO! Ok you can jump into the 
shower with sister again and waist some time if you want to but then go do 



what your mom wants now get on with it. HHEE HHEE HAAAA HAAA just go 
with the flow.
Now if you showered with your sister and went to the basement with your 
mom its now night time so sneak into bed with which ever one you want but 
remember we need to bring along the dex trainer so go to sisters room and 
do with it what you will then go to sleep.

55. You should know by now to check the telescope and the bathroom so I will
no longer tell you about them its on you now you hear. LOL
Ok this morning mom should be in the shower if you want her and sis is still 
being her crappy self so lets go back to aunt and see how she is doing. Just 
go with the flow.
Well you have mom in the palm of your hand anytime you want it and Judith 
HJ and Cassie's BJ so you can either deliver more pizza's for more money 
which you may need a little bit more but I will go home and give sis some 
more money to try and advance that quest line some more. OR go to your 
mom's bedroom and have some fun then go deliver some pizza's then go 
home and watch TV you know the channel so WHAT ARE YOU WAITING ON, 
GET.
Then sneak into you sister's bed cuddle with her then leave and go to sleep.
When you wake up you should get a message that it time to go back to the 
gym.
Well what are you waiting one hurry it up now get.
Oh well that pervert wants more panties so go tell your sister about it and 
then go buy her toy so you can get the panties. Now back to the old pervert 
and train some more then sneak into sister bed cuddle leave sleep.

56. When you wake up its webcam time again so watch it however long you 
want to you pervert now get. Now look through the telescope and have fun 
with it. Dang sisters I hate them. LOL Now go train again when you get home 
it should be night so go watch some sister's tv and go with the flow. sleep in 
sister's bed cuddle and leave to sleep in your bed.

57. Wake up, mom's quest is all done and you can get her anytime you want 
to so lets go back to Diane's house after she moves to behind the garden talk
to her again and see if she wants another drink then go make her one and go 
with the flow.
Now you can either clean her garden or go deliver pizza's for the rest of the 
day, I chose to do the garden because its faster to get done, ya less money 
but faster.
Now go home and watch tv then go up and sneak into sister's bed and cuddle
and this time play with her breast now you can leave or the other option if 
you want to but either way you will leave now go to your room and get a 
message but its to late so wait till tomorrow to go watch some more tv.



58. So when you wake up its time to do more of Diane's quest line so let go 
do it.
When you get there head on into the house and let Diane know you want to 
have fun, after it is done ask her about her milking and you should be told 
she needs a new jar, yep more money to spend WHAT YOU THOUGHT THIS 
WAS ALL FREE nope. Ok go get it for her then come back and give it to her 
and then have more fun with her but this time you can do it raw if you want 
to. After your done its time to go home, yes you can go into the shed but her 
quest has not updated yet so you might as well just go home then go with the
flow, you must go through the front door. Now go up and sneak into your 
sister's bed and go as far as you can then sleep.

59. When you wake up you should get a message to go see the old pervert 
again so get to it.
Yes he wants more panties so go tell sister then go get her toy and help her 
do it return with the panties and train 1 more time because you can only train
once a day for dex so its up to you what you do now or go back to Dianes 
house and do more of her quest its up to you.
For this walkthrough I will go back to Dianes have some fun then home to 
sister's bed then sleep and once you wake up its webcam time again and 
once done look through the telescope again and go with the flow. Now go 
train at the gym again and when its night time sneak into sister's bed and go 
as far as you can then sleep.

60. When you wake go into the hall and follow the message then go do what 
you want to, mom, aunt or any of the others or go get more money at the 
pizza place its up to you at this time. You still need to do 1 more training 
session at the gym so might as well get that over with. Now its time for a 
very small quest that could have been done a lot sonner but since the quest 
is not finish we will do it now. Go to the ploice station and look at the posting 
board and see the little dog thats gone missing well you should go help find 
him don't you think so, but before you leave might as well check out the 
station so talk to every one you can including the one downstairs then go to 
the park and talk to Anna then go to the forest and find the dog. You did get 
the cookies from your room way back when. Check every thing out and make 
sure to get the worms for fishing if you want to now bring the dog back to 
Anna and you are now done with this small quest.

61. After 1 or 2 days go by when you wake up and go out into the hall your 
sister's wants to talk to you so go with the flow then go get the things she 
wants then come back.
Once you are done with your sister go to the library and get the book your 



aunt wants and bring it back to her then wait till the next day and go talk to 
her about breeding and let her know you want to do it then either have fun 
with her 2 times then at night go to the shed or go make more money, I don't
think you need any more money but there is special massages you can get at
the pink store if you want them thats up to up. At night Diane will tell you she
needs you to pick up a package at the pink store so time to go do sister or 
mom of just go to bed. When you wake up go get the package and get a 
massage if you want it then wait till night time then head to Dianes and go 
into the shed and give her the package and do want you will then go home.

Thats it all the quest are now done for 0.12.7 that you can do so enjoy the 
game while we wait for 0.13 to come out.

By a1fox3. 
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